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TECHNICAL DATA

 WEIGHT 500 Kg (approx.)

 ELECTRICAL CONSUMPTION 380 VAC - 50/60 Hz

 POWER 5,0 Kw

 DIMENSIONS See layout

 PRESSURE 6 -8  Bar (7 Bar recommended)

 PNEUMATIC CONNECTION Ø 10 mm 

 PRODUCTION from 400 to 2500 bph
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The EASY@BAG-TUBE® is an automatic 
bagging machine for bottles / Jerrycans 
from tubular film roll.

▶ Anodized aluminum frame structure with adjustable feet. Height adjustment ± 50 mm. 
▶ Protected by doors with door handles. It allows full vision and access to the machine.
▶ Lenght of hinge tape for container entry       2500 mm 
▶ It can form PLASTIC BAGS up to:

NOTE: small width adjustments to accommodate different bottle sizes are included in the basic system. However, 
if widths need to be adjusted to accommodate different pallet formats, an extra kit should be budgeted for (for 
example to adjust a width from 800 mm to 1000 mm)

▶ The bottles are fed into the machine by a motorized conveyor (new or existing).
▶ The brakes activated by air cylinders allow the incorporation of round bottles (XX or XY indexes are 
possible).
▶ Inlet pusher with adjustable travel and motorized drive system controlled by electronic speed 
variators. The bottles form a row on the feeding conveyor, the row will be pushed or lifted, and placed 
on a belt to form the bottle bag.

   MAXIMUM LENGHT      1280 ml   
  MINIMUM LENGHT     Adjustable to work with any lenght although the   
      customer must inform about the necessary lenghts to   
      configure the  system accordingly
  MAXIMUM WIDTH      1050 mm (the height of the bottle determines the   
      maximum width, so the maximum width should be  
      confirmed after checking the maximum sizes of the  
      bottles)
  MINIMUM WIDTH     750 mm  (more width options available on request) 
 

MACHINE CHARACTERISTICS:
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Via Puecher 24 - 20842 Besana in Brianza (MB) - Italy
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